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cases likewise raising the validity of I
a
CRUISER DES MOINES 8AILS
the law and decisions likewise sus
Boston,, March 13. With well
taining the constitutionality of the
stocked magazines for the naval ma
tax, had reached the court.
They
neuvers in the Gulf of Mexico, the
were advanced and heard with the
Cruiser Des Moines sailed from the
original case.
Because presumably
Charlestown navy" yard yesterday
of vacancies on the bench, the cases
headed for Tompkinsvllle, S. I. There
were restored to the docket for re- additional ammunition will be taken
argument. This reargument occurred
aboard and she will proceed to Key
in January, 1911.'
West. When sailing orders were re..
... of the tax
ceived four days ago, the cruiser waa
UNITED 8TATE8 SUPREME COURT wasiue constitutionality
attacked from all the points from HUNDREDS OF AMERICANS WIT COURIER REPORTS INTENSE SUF MEXICAN GOVERNMENT WILL SET practically out of commission. There
DECLARES IT 18 CONSECRETARY OF WAR DICKINSON
which any tax possible of enactment
NESSED SUNDAY BATTLE
emains at the navy yard the torpedo
FERING AMONG ITS 25,000
ASIDE PERSONAL GUARSTITUTIONAL
COMMENTS ON POSSIBLE INby congress could be attacked. Proml
boat destroyer Perkins, which is ex
OPPOSITE DOUGLAS
. PEOPLE
ANTEES
nent among the 'objections to the law
VASION OF MEXICO
pected to sail tomorrow, and the sup
ply ship Hannibal, which will nrobab- RENDERS FINAL DECISION was the argument that the tax was A SPECTACULAR ENGAGEMENT
a direct Ntax, not apportioned, accordREBELS SURROUND CAPITAL MEANS SUMMARY EXECUTION iy depart tomorrow.
NEUTRALITY THE ODJECT NOW
ing to the constitution. Some dub
.DISPOSES OF IMPORTANT
TO PLOW WITH ENGINE
LITI bed the tax "a corporation income
vrrvsIINU ARMIES FOUGHT DES - SIEGE HAS CONTINUED
FOR THOSE DESTROYING
PROPERTY
GATION INAUGURATED IN A
tax" and invalid for the same reasons
Plowing
by scientific methods Is to LENGTH OF FRONTIER COMPELS
PERATELY ON OPEN MESA
EIGHT DAYS AND IS PARTI- OR RAIDING WILL BE SHOT
'
do done by Trumbull and Adams on
that the income tax was declared un
VERMONT COURT
AT CLOSE RANGE
placing IN FIELD OF A
CULARLY EFFECTIVE
WITHOUT TRIAL
..ubt ranca near KocJada. Today
constitutional in 1895. Others claim.
I
LARGE ARMY
,,
thov iinln
ed that It was a tflT nn atata trait.
"'wvu uw AwuuiuTO
gaso
WOMAN STARTED FIRST CASE chises and
hence was an unconstitu- - MAIiHINh III NS SAVFll HAY HIT (IFF FRflM THF WflDI I) THE REVOLUTION SPREADING line traction engine, one of the first
u... inu 1 U lUUill II1L. IIUIILU
machines of its type ever seen here. RFA11Y FAR ANY FIIFRfiFNEY
tlonal Interference wicn iqo sover-u
on xt&uroad
MRS. 8TELLA P. FLINT RESISTED eignty of the state. Another line of DEADLY
FIRE BY FEDERALS TOO NEITHER RAILROAD OR TELE
N THE STATES
COAHUILA avenue and ran about like an auto
OF
was
based
on
objections
the argu
ITS PAYMENT AND OTHERS
IN CASE DIAZ FAILS' TO PROTECT
MUCH FOR RIFLES OF THE
mobile. The engine is twentv
GRAPH
LINES HAVE BEEN
ment that as an excise tax, it was
AND MORELOS REBELS ARE
FOLLOWED SUIT
FOREIGN INTERESTS, UNITED
power. It will he attached to gang
INSURRECTIONISTS
not uniform, but contained unconsti
WORKING FOR SOME TIME
UNUSUALLY ACTIVE
and will make possible the
plows
STATES WILL
tutional
classifications.
The
public
- Washington, March
13. The Suplowing of many acres a day.
The
features of the returns were at
13. From
March
ity
Ariz.,
13. Stories of in
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13.
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El
Mexico
March
Final
Paso.
March
City,
preme Court of the United States, tacked
can be used also for other
as taking private property midnight until early dawn, following tense suffering throughout northern tion on the government's
f
measure, engine
In an opinion handed down today,
where power is desired.
purposes
Mthout
lof
To
icomlpensation.
all
of
constitu
clause
the
tof New York, March 13. Secre- the
Mexico
continued
to
Invoking
reach here
yesterday's battle at Agua Prieta, the
upheld the constitutionality of the
tary of War Dickinson will not
tax provisions In tho these objections, the Department of mesas west and east of this city, were day. A courier who walked from a tion which provides for the suspen
corporation
INDIAN RUNNER WINS BRIDE
sail for Panama today, as In- f
guarantees, and
Payne-Aldrictariff law. The court Justice, through the late Solicitor dotted with the signal fires of the point just north of chihuahua City sion of personal
Grand Junction, Colo., March 13.
tended,
unexpected compllca f
was unanimous In its decision. Bv General Lloyd W. Bowers, at the first
reported that famine faced the 25,000 deemed expedient, has been deferred Saul
Indian f tions having arisen in the pend-Halyvo, the American
rebels. A strong force of inaurrecto Inhabitants of the
capital Hundreds until Wednesday.
today's decision a source of Income hearing, and through his successor
The uprising has spread to the Marathon runner and holder of the
the
ing negotiations between
approximating 125,000,000 annually is Frederick W. Lehmann, at the secj is reported today a short distance of women, fearing a long siege of
e
amateur record, and Miss f Panama Railroad ' company and
states
of Coahuila and Morelos, The
ond hearing, made answer.
secured by the government
southeast of the city. Douglas, today he city, which already hag continued
Josie Sekonginenia, an Indian maid
the steamship lines operating for
and will soon cause star uprising in Morelos ' has assumed
After the argument of the fifteen was the scene
The fight against the constitutionof bustling activity, eight days
en, were married here Sunday by f the government, which necessi- formidable
dis
secured
have
from
today's
court
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the
parses,
took
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other
of
permission
the
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ality
corporation
began
Rev. G. S. Smith. The
with n additional American troops ar the authorities to
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tariff law of
vation in Arizona and for the last few f tary was emphatlo in declaring
dren, are now roaming the country. destroyed and details are therefore
Mexican sympathl
1909 of which it is a part.
have been attending the governDuring the interpretation, of the law. The Sunday's battle,
years
that the Mexican situation was
The last direct word from Chihua lacking.
the long days of wrangling in con leading point was whether the tax ers with the cause of Madero, poured
ment school here.
not
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when
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working
Tuft originated a plan to raise part organized to hold real estate, but not with General Blanco's
GOES TO ALBUQUERQUE
camp as their far .as J?arrat. The operator at Chi to the revolution, led by Francisco
of the revenue necessary for the run incorporated. The Boston concerns
United States Attorney David J.
I, Madero; and determined
to pro- huahua said:
probable destination.
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government
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to
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have made the first rough draft of under the statutes of the United was taken across the line today, nnd of us. The insurrectos have
encircled the lawless element a pitiless war
Roosevelt believe there will be any movement
the proposed law and to have asked States, states or territories. The gov planted In secret locations throughout the city and troops attempting of extermination. Resurrecting a pro Paso to meet
the Department of Justice to perfect ernment argued that business con Agua Prieta, for defense against an forage are driven back by bands of vision of the Mexican constitution not and accompany him to Albuquerque. of our iTOOpa lnto
This as
win do tne guest or
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The railroad brtd e at Mea. nlns der Its authorization the government honor at a banquet at the Alvarado Secretary of War Dickinson, who
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in
Wednesday
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bor-town also were taken across! the
miles south of J&rez, was blown up wll set asld for alx months certain
piano- to nail for Panama late this af
Supreme Court of the United States to be fixed.
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rectos
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left
has
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hundred,
summarily shot by those making the
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to be firmly established, in n v
have
'sdldiers
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dead,
arrest.
PRESIDENT HAS NOT TAKEN UP
as a constitutional measure. It was
EVENT WILL BE STAGED
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opinion, before any such steps could
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There are no conditions
be taken.
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rebels unknown, was the result of the
Limantour Denies Rumors
tax which, it was argued, probCLEMENCY
now
to
OAKLAND
OR
give us such (warrant.
battle of Agua Prieta yesterday. The
New York, March 13. Jose LIman-- ;
to maintain strict neuably would be declared unconstituorder
"In
inminister of finance,
opposing forces were five hundred
SEVENTH tour, Mexican
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tional and as under the circumstan13. What dis trality, It has been deemed advisable
March
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de
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under
denial
reports
Arrangements surrectos
made positive
today
Chicago,
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and became a part of the tariff act. weeks. It will be for 100 miles and still at its height. After the smoke
of their alleged grievances
expect consideration, but in neither instance wise have proved necessary."
troops gathered near this city under that they, first lay down their arms," has consideration been given them.
The secretary upon his return
The provisions of the law stated both contestants will drive
had cleared away, it was Americans recent orders of the war
was also expected that Mr. Tati from an inspection of the Panama
department.
Limantour.
Senor
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that the tax was a "special excise tax power machines.
in automobiles who gave the first aid
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an address from a
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Worth
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Captain
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captured a Mexican smuggler named said, however,
for profit and having a capital stock Gleason of Grand Rapids, Mich., and there were any rebels killed or
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take
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the
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After mystifying both the Mexican Deputy County Treasurer Robert L.
insurrectos and spying upon fed- house leaders.
was contemplating an order of more
any state or territory. It was provid- lands in New Mexico, in. the federal officials and the Americans on the M. Ross will begin the sale of prop- ing
eral troops. Under suspension of the
troops south. The commanding offied that the tax should be "equivalent court and fines of ?1,000 eacn ana border for a week, Blanco suddenly erty held under judgment for. taxes constitutional
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however, will be changed from
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2
day. leaving with him at 12:45 a. m.
on March 16 for Arizona where Col
l
onel Roosevelt Is to assist In the
Roosevelt
of
the
great
opening
dam, constructed by the United States
near Phoenix,
reclamation service
stopping en route at the Grand Can-

ALBUQUERQUE TO

tor-ma-

ROYALLY GREET

FEBRUARY WAS
A WET, CLOUDY

yon.

ROOSEVELT

The following gentlemen have been
appointed to go to El Paso to accompany the former president to
George Arnot, ID. A.
MacDherson. Alfred Grunsfeld, Robert
Smart, A. B- - McGaffey and George
L. Brooks. In addition to these gentlemen a number of the Rough Riders,
including Captain Fred Muller and
Henry P. Bardshar of Santa Fe, D. J.
Leahy of Las Vegas. Major W. H. H.
Llewllyn and Sheriff Charles Ballard
of Roswell, will probably also make
the trip.

MONTH

:

REPLANS FOR
CEPTION THERE HAVE BEEN

COMPLETED

RECEPTION
ROOSEVELT
PROGRAM

Reception

:

leaves

committee

f for El Paso March
Colonel Theodore
f Albuquerque.

14

to escort

f

Roosevelt to

Party arrives from south at

March
p.
Will be greeted at station by
Albuquerque and Santa Fe Boy
Scouts, Rough Riders and recep- rf tion committee.
f Publio reception with Speech
by Colonel Roosevelt at Elka
. theater at 7:30 p. m.
Banquet at Alvarado, lmmedl- ately following reception, prob- albly about 10 p. m.
At midnight the Colonel leaves
f for Arizona,

:f 6:30

IN MEMORY OF DESPREAUX

15.

m-- ,

-

f
f

Paris, March 13. The French acad
emy and literary societies throughout
Frances today held suitable observance of the second centennial anni
versary of the death of Nicholas Des- preaux, the famous poet and translator and the Intimate friend of Racine.

f

4

MAJOR GENERAL
HODGES RETIRES

Albuquerque, N.

M.t

March

13.

At

ter weeks of preparation on the part
of the committees In charge, every
thing is now prepared for the arrival

of Colonel Theodore Roosevelt in
this city on the evening of March
15, and he is assured of one of the
most rousing receptions accorded him
on the entire tour which he Is now
making across the continent. Territorial officials, headed by the gov?r-io- r.
Rough Riders, Spanish war veterans and citizens of New Mexico
will gather from far and near and
Albuquerque will be crowded to tho
gates with people from all parts of

the state.

for
While the program
Colonel
Roosevelt's reception is a simple one,
it will give the public a chance to
see, hear and meet him and should
prove satisfactory to the public and
to the honored guest. The gathering
of the Rough Riders will assume the
nature of a southwestern reunion and
scores of them will be on hand to
greet their former commander. The
Boy Scouts of Santa Fe will arrive
to join the local Scouts to assist In
the reception of the colonel, and the
local contingent have been busily
drilling In order to make a first-class showing. That they will be a
big feature of the doings is assured.
The governor and his full staff will
be on hand to greet the
and a committee of prominent Albuquerque ladies, headed by Mrs. J. W.
Elder, wife of the mayor, will have
charge of the entertainment of Mrs.
Roosevelt, Miss Roosevelt and party
during their 24 hours' stay here.
"Those who have not sent in thelf
$7.50 check for a plate at the banquet at the Alvarado shoud send it
at once to Chairman Alfred Grunsf eld,
as the accommodations are limited as
previously stated, and the next two
days will see a rapidly increasing demand.
Mrs. Roosevelt, and Miss Ethel
Roosevelt, wife and daughter of the
former president, were In Albuquerque last night, leaving at midnight
for Silver City. They will return on
Wednesday morning and Join the
Colonel here on the evening of that

RHEUMATISM
PAINFUL & DANGEROUS
Rheumatism is due to a diseased
condition of the blood cells and corpuscles, brought about by an excess
of uric acid in the circulation. It is
not only a very painful disease but an
The
extremely dangerous trouble.
briny, acrid state of the blood gradually "forms a coating over the muscles,
suband by depositing a cement-likstance in the joints frequently terminates fatally, or leaves its victim a
It is natural to
lopeless cripple.
" doctor " the spot that hurts, and it is
quite right to use liniments, hot appli
cations, etc., to get temporary relief
from a painful joint or swollen tendon;
but Rheumatism is not a skin disease,
and such things, when depended on
alone make one careless, and the disease gets a firmer hold on the blood.
S. S. S. cures the disease because it is
the ereatest of all blood purifiers. It
goes into the cir
culation, and re
e

FOR SOME TIME HE HAD BEEN
IN CHARGE OF DEPARTMENT
OF THE LAKES

Washington, March 13. Major Gen
eral Charles L. Hodges, for some time
past in command of the Department
of the Lakes, was placed on the retired list for age today, leaving behind him a brilliant record of ef
ficiency through a long career in the
army. General Hodges was born In
Providence, R. I., in 1847 and entered
the army as a volunteer and a priv
ate in 1861, serving through the civil
war. At the end of the war he was a
sergeant major. In 1869 he entered
the regular army service and has
served continually in it since, be
In 1907,
coming a brigadier-genera- l
and a major-generlast year. Prior
to his transfer to Chicago General
Hodges was in command, of the Department of Dakota, with headquarters in St. Paul.
The prospective retirement of General Hodges led to a vigorous contest
in the early part of the winter for
The
the vacant
contest was waged between friends of
Brigadier General Arthur Murray,
chief of coast artillery, and Brigadier
General Frederick Funston, who has
headed the list of brigadier-general- s
for several years. The contest ended
in favor of General Murray, who consequently was advanced to the rank
of major-genertoday mpon the retirement of General Hodges- - The new
major-generhad an enviable record
iii the Philippines. He was colonel
of the Forty-thir- d
Regiment of Vol
unteers, which, according to the war
department records, experienced ser
vice unexcelled In action by any
other organization in cither the Philippines or Cuba. Murray was sent to
Samar and Leyte with the regiment
in 1900.. For sixteen months he kept
the insurrectionists in subjection and
penetrated the Interior, where even
the Spanish had never ventured. His
troops participated in 451 engaga
ments, 381 of which were marked
with casualties and captures.
major-generalshi-

MORAN AND M'FARLAND
New York, March
13. The star
event of the week on the local pugil- -

istio calendar will be staged at the
Fairmont Athletic club tomorrow
night. It will jbring together Owen
Moran, the sturdy little Britisher, and
Packy McFarland, the Chicago light
d
weight, In a
Jaunt, no de
cision. Both fighters have completed
their training, McFarland in this city
and Moran at Lakewood. With both
men in good condition the battle is
expected to be one of the liveliest
seen hereabouts this winter.
ten-roun-

MEETING

OF "MINNY" LEAGUE
Rochester, Minn., March 13. Several of the officials and club owners of

Minnesota-Wisconsi- n
Uhe
Baseball
league arrived in town today in an
ticipation of the league's annual
spring meeting to be held tomorrow
At this meeting all of the details of
the
season will be arranged.
moves every The coming will
be formally adopt
schedule
particle of the ed and the
selected for the
umpires
uric
irritating
acid, builds up season will be announced.

the

blood,
rich

makes it

and oily, and in
this way pre
pares it for the
troper nourishment of all joints,
muscles, nerves and bones. If you
acid
have Rheumatism, ret the-uriout of the blood by taking S. S. S., a
purely vegetable medicine, and enjoy
freedom from its misery. Book on
Rheumatism and any medical advice
free to all who write.
SITE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga,

DICKINSON TO PANAMA ,
New York, March 13. Secretary of

War Dickinson left today on a flying
trip to Panama to inspect the pro
gress of work on the Isthmian canal
and also to look into matters In re
ference to the proposed fortifications
His tour of inspection will, occupy
only about ten days and he probably
will be back at his desk in Washing
ton before the end of the month.

LARGE

IN PRECIPITA-TION- ,
EXCESS
SNOWFALL ESTABLISH.
ING NEW RECORD

Santa Fe, N. M.. March 13. February was a wet, cloudy month, with
practically normal temperature, but
a large excess In precipitation, the
snowfall, exceeding any prior month
for many years and almost equaling
khe entire amount for the year 1910,
while the cloudiness averaged fully
a third more than usual, according
to the general summary compiled by
Section Director C. E. Llnney, of the
TJ. S. Weather Bureau station. From
the Rio Grande valley westward there
was a general but small excess In
temperature, also in the lower Pecos
valley, but elsewhere a slight defi
ciency occurred. One rather marked
cool period overspread the territory
from the 19th to the 24th, and the
lowest temperature readings of the
month quite generally occurred on
the 22n or 23rd. No very low temperature, however, reached the southern half of the territory.
The first half of the month was
quite generally warm and fair; and
the highest temperature occurred variously on the 1st to 4th, and 11th to
being the
13th, the 1st probably
warmest day of the month. South
ern counties experienced 'rather high
temperatures during these periods.
The preciplation of the month was
greatly in excess of the normal, and
the largest within the period of our
records, with the exception of 1905,
when February had 1.92 inches. From
the evening of the 12th to the close
of the month precipitation occurred
each day at some point within the
territory, and the week from the 16th
to the 22nd was very wet; probably
more snow occurred during that week
than in any like period for many
years. Heavy rains also occurred in
the southern counties. The 27th and
28th were also days with heavy precipitation, snow in the higher northern districts and rain elsewhere.
An excess in precipitation occurred
generally over the territory with the
single exception of extreme north-centrRio Arriba county "where a
slight deficiency occurred. But the
southern end of the San Juan range
had heavy preciplation on both its
eastern and western slopes. The
lighest precipitation of the month occurred in southeast Colfax and south
ern Union counties, while amounts in
excess of three inches occurred in
the mountains of eastern Bernalillo
San
northwest
western Torrance,
Miguel, eastern Taos and eastern Rio
Arriba counties, also at Cloudcroft
station in eastern Otero.
The lack of sunshine was notable;
there were more than twice the usual
number of cloudy days, and fog occurred on several mornings being quite
general on the 17th and 25th. Also
twice the usual number of days with
0.01 inch or more precipitation occurred as there were '6, while clear
days averaged 10, partly cloudy 9;
and cloudy, 9. The prevailing wind
direction was from the southwest and
rather high winds occurred in parts
of the territory on the 1st, 3rd, 11th,
Sleet Is re
to 13th, 18th and 25th.
ported from eastern counties on the
27th and 28th.
Temperature
of the
The mean temperature
month, as determined from the rec
ord of 73 stations, having a mean al- itude of about 5,000 feet, was 36.4 degrees, or 0.2 above the normal, and
1.2 above the mean of February, 1910.
The highest local monthly mean was
and the
49,8 degrees at Carlsbad,
highest recorded temperature 87 degrees at the same station on the 1st.
The lowest local monthly mean was
23.0 degrees at EUzabethtown, and
the lowest recorded 27 below zero at
the. same station on the 22nd. Other
low (temperatures were recorded as
follows: Roclada, 26 on the 21st;
Abbott, 21 on the 23rd; Wagon Mound
The
and Springer, 19 on the 23rd.
greatest local monthly range in tem- -

MOTHER GRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
n
A OertainRelief for ! v
Conatipation,
Htomai--

rrlh e,
Headache,

Trouble,
and
no Coins
Wnrmw. The BreakUestroy
TradeMark. in 84 hoars. At all DrugKiBts. 2bota.
FRKK.
mailpfl
Address,
Don't accept Sample
any substitute. A. S. OLMSTED. La Roy, K.Y.

Disorder,

Teething

perature was 87 degrees at Abbott,!
and the least 43 degrees at the Gila
Planting station, while the greatest
local daily range was 59 degrees at
EUzabethtown on the 24th.
The dis-triaverages were as follows: No.
7, 33.3; No, 8, 36.7; and No. 9, 38.1
degrees.
Precipitation
The average precipitation, determined from the records of 141 stations, was 1.78 Inches, or .90 inch
above the normal, and 1.43 inches
The
greater than February, 1910.
greatest amount within the territory
waa 4.E3 Inches at Aspen Grove ranch
and the least 0.42 Inch, near Maxwell,
while the greatest in any 24 hours
was 7.90 at Valley on the 17th-18tThe average snowfall was 14.6 inches
and amounts in excess of 50 Inches
were measured at Aspen Grove ranch
(54.6) Harvey's Upper ranch (59.9);
Ellis ranch, near Placltaa (56.0); and
Red River canyon, (63.0). The average preciplation of the district was
as follows: No. 7, (Canadian and
northeast) 1.26; No. 8, (Pecos and
Rio Grande) 2.08; No. 9 (western)
1.73 inches.

Beautiful CorsetandModels
$2.00,

$5 00

$3.50

$2.50,
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TV7E have not seen a corset
that is as handsome in
design, material and workmanship as the new
.

"

of the famous Thom

son's "Glove Fitting" models that has been first choice

,

Thomson's
"CLOVE-FITTING-

in mind this is one

of the best dressed women

"

MODEL NO. 217
.

This is a fine batiste, and has
the very latest fashion lines.
The back is extremely long,
close fitting skirt over the
hips, and the lace trimming
gives appearance unequalled
by any other model we have.

for more than fifty years. It
is a corset with a reputation
back of it.
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THOMSON'S'
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CORSETS

cent to

100 per

It will add

your comfort.
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$5.00
Style No. 809, Imported Silk Broche, medium bust, long hip, front, side and back supporters,
.50
six
with
srpporters
Style No. 306, Batiste, medium bust, long hip,
four
supporters
Style No. 263, Batiste, medium bust, long hip,
Style No. 270, Striped Coutille, medium bust, extra long hips, newest model
2.00
Style No. 217, Batibte, medium bust, long hips, a very popular model
2skirt
low
GRAND DUCHESS, for stout figures,
bust, long hips,
All above models made with draw string at bust
0

EXCITING TIMES

0

'

IN ZION CITY
PRIMARY

ELECTION

TOMORROW

WILL DECIDE FATE OF
SEER VOLIVA

t '

OVER-

Zion
Chicago, March 13. When
City passed from the hands of the
federal court into the control of Wilbur Glenn Voliva last week It was
believed that the trials and tribua-tionof the famous community founded by the late "Elijah" Dowie were
about ended. The ending of the receivership, through the payment of
$700,000 by Vollva's brokers was accepted as the beginning of the long
promised "new era," under which
Zlon's factories and business enterprises are to yield great dividends to
the citizens. .
But Overseer Voliva, whom Dowle
designated as his successor shortly
before his death, has found his path
a thorny one. Ousted from Zion City,
sued for debt and thrown into jail
have been included among his experiences since he' assumed the leadership. Overcoming all obstacles and
rising superior to all dMcuItles, Voliva finally sycf.eded iri gaining financial control of the $1,350,000 pro
perty of the community.
And now
he has to battle for
political control of the little city,
without which his spiritual leadership
and financial authority will avail him
nothing. The matter will be settled
in the primary election In Zion City
tomorrow. Upon the result depends
the question of Vollva's supremacy.
The political campaign between Voliva and his opponents has been one
Voliva is
extreme bitterness.
of
charged by his political foes with
having threatened terrible punishment
to all members of Zion who voted
against him.
Despite the alleged
threats the opposition is keeping tip
its fight to the last and expresses
confidence in bringing about Vollva's
overthrow at the polls tomorrow.

'
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REORGANIZE

AND

REOFENROV BANK
h.

GROSS, KELLY
( Inqoporated)

OF TUCUMCARI,
B. JONES
TAKES OVER EMBARRASSED
INSTITUTION

The Roy
Trust & Savings Bank, which closed its doors on March 2, and which
has since been In the hands of the
territorial bank examiner, reopened
its doors today. The bank has been
reorganized, new officers and directors elected and is entirely under the
control of new people. H, B. Jones,
president of the First National Bank
of Tucumcarl, has added the bank
to his string of financial institutions
In the territory, and has placed C. L.
Justice in. charge as cashier. Depositors of the failed bank under the reorganization, it Is stated, will be paid
In full. Thus
is relieved what at
first appeared to be a serious failure.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealers In

and PELTS

WOOL, HIDES

Roy, N. M., March 13.

Do you know that of all the minor
ailments colds are by far the most
dangerous? It Is not the cold itself
that you need to fear, but the serious
diseases that it often leads to. Most
of these are known as germ diseases.
Pneumonia and consumption are
6
amon? them. Why not take
Cough Remedy and cure your
cold while you can? For sale by all
'
druggists.

BAIN

SEVEN HOUSES

New Mexico's Largest

Implement House

Jno. Deere

aealthful-

nearly

-

800

McCormick
Mowers
Binders
Rakes
Twine

4ico
MAM

M

0

Van Brunt

mANt ormtrmr

Osborne
Disk and
Peg Tooth
Harrows

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
Windmills
Pumps

Wagons
Buggies

Fib Id and
Garden

Seeds

Hay

Presses

Grain Drills

Harness
Saddles

Case Heebner
Bean Threshers

Tents

True Tern- Wagons per Hand
Covers

Implements

'

days of sunshine In the year.
s
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain streams or from wells of no great depth. '
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen Inches, aver,
age, occurring principally in July and August.
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being generally sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
wnere conditions are equally good,
,
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, h proving to be successful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surrounding the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are' showing up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality li
'
quarried nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of ctttle and horses at a nominal cost
Stock raising is a profitable business.
in this National
A great natural pleasure ground abounds
Forest, with Its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are
open all the year for health or pleasure seekers.

WEI mm

Charles Ilfeld Co.

Plows
Corn Drills
Cultivators
Harrows
Listers

.

HIS VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed
7"
(X ness without extremes of heat or cold, having

Mill
VEHICLES- - planing
"in Connection

WAGONS-RAC- INE

East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecoss, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado

Cham-berlaln'-

LAS VEGAS

CO.

&

Retail Prices:2,000 lbs., or more,
1,000 IDs., to 2,000
200 lbs., to 1,000
50 lbs., to 200
Less than 50

-

each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
lbs., each delivery, 25c per 10 lbs.
lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
lbs., each delivery, 60c per 100 lbs.

lb,

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters. Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office
Douglas Avenue.

u

701

i

?1ILILS

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vieor. Refuse substitute
FOR SALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CROS8 DRUG CO.

If it may be termed a science

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

must
include a means of
presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this
class in the southwest use the

OPTIC
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4
Monday.

FRATERNALS

OF CRIBBING

Opening of annual tournament 0
Canadian Bowling Association at Mon

ti eaL

13, 1911
1

USUALLY DXE DOSE
.

ENDS INDIGESTION

If your meals don't fit comfortably,
or you feel bloated after eating, and
you believe it is the food which fills
you; if what little you eat lies like a
lump of lead on your stomach; if
there Is difficulty in breathing after
eating, eructations of sour; undigested food and acid, heartburn, brash or
a belching of gas, you can make up
your mind that you need something
to 'stop food fermentation and cure
indigestion. .
To make every bite of food you eat
aid in the nourishment and strength
0f y0Ur body you must rld 'our stom"
ach of poisons, excessive acid and
stomach gas, which sours your entire
meal interferes with digestion and
causea so many sufferers of dyspep-la- ,
sick headache, biliousness, constipation, griping, etc. Your case is no
different you are a stomach sufferer,
though you may call It by some other
name; your real and only trouble is
that which you eat does not digest,
but quickly ferments and sours, producing almost any unhealthy condi
tion.
A case of Pape's Dlapepsin will cost
fifty cents at any pharmacy here, and
will convince any stomach sufferer
five minutes after taking a single dose
that fermentation and sour stomach
la causing the misery of Indigestion.
No matter if you call your trouble
catarrh of the stomach, nervousness
or gastritis, or by any other name
always remember that a certain cure
U waiting at any drug store the mo
ment you decide to begin Its use.
Pape's Dlapepsin will regulate any
stomach within five min
utes, and dige3t promptly, without any
fuss or discomfort, all of any kind of
food you eat.
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OBSTRUCTIONISTS OUSTED AND
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PRESIDENT TAFT
TRANSMITS
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HOW
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WAS DONE
CIAL MESAGE
Opening of annual horse show at
to
Fort
Tex.
Worth,
Chicago, March 13. The defeat of
Some reminiscences along the line
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ODstructionists in the Illinois PraterWashington, March 13. President
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such as tbe scandalous transactions rounds, at St. Paul.
In
the
cases
watch
oms,
and pockets.
on the form and sold hi9 undergarthe service is beneficial, and that the
in connection!! wit the Fraternal Trib- Johnny Coulon vs. George Kltson, ment to a Yale class for $300 as a pri and even on the finger nails, he could navy
yard mechanics are performing
une in Illinois, and the Keystone 10 rounds, at Akron, O.
discover
mathematical
ob
solutions,
vate speculation. What is certain is
whose classification was conduties
will
In
be pre
Guards
Pennsylvania
George Stevens vs. Earl Denning, thn.t desperate attemps used to be scure dateB and names, brief notes
by the rules.
templated
of
vented. The statement
made by 10 rounds; at Hurley, Wis.
and political economy.
made to get the paper usually in Themetaphysics
Injcludinlg
tnansfejrs, promotions,
Columbia-Princetomause
efforts
to
matches
Chairman Piper of the purpose? of
these
masterly
fencing
mathematics but very rarerly with terials
and reinstatements, there were, ac
and
of
air
at Princeton, N. J.
preserve
GOES IN THE HOMES
yet
the bill was as follows:
thj
nuecesa.
Innocent thpughtfulnfeaa are held to cording to the reiport 43,585 persons
"This bill provides only three or
In
Of
examination
is
also
the
the
Saturday.
impressionist type
be the ne plus ultra of skill by the appointed through
"four tMnga that ave not now In tho
who undergraduates."
federal service during the year, while
New England A. A- - V. boxing the tsory of the 'bribed printer
law a ot our state. First, it provides
out the mathematical figure
transfers and reinstatements withthat no society shall be organized aud championships at Boston A. A., Bos- brought
out examination to the Federal serof dropping his imnu- the
device
by
ton.
110
,
BISHOP 65 YEARS OLD
society admitted to do business
vice and appointments through exa
on
the
'Iumi
form,
sitting
South Atlantic A. A. U
boxing
hereafter that does not charge ratea
ervloe
Covington, Ky., March 13. Rt. Rev. mination to tibe Philippine
Im
anu
u
thus
the
upon
securing
Carroll
at
Institute,
Tor more than and to unskilled
sufficient to pay promised benefits championships
laborer positions
I is a pat comrade to the Camlllus P. Maes,
pression.
cV
e
when measured by the National Fra- Washington, D.
years bishop ot the Roman brings the number up to 46,202.
but rests on more twenty-fivMeeting of the National Associa pantaloons, legend,
Cathollo
dioceses of Covington, cele
ternal congress table of mortality.
It Is shown that the large number
evidence.
dlreot
New
at
tion of Amateur Oarsmen
anni of clerks In Washington required for
brated his sixty-fift- h
birthday
"Second, it provides that no money York.
I'll.! fw-iinand honored house of
versary today. The bishop was born the recent census were readily supcollected for the prupose of paying
of automobile shows In
utile. . oorehouse & Taylor has ui- - In
BUY
Opening
Belgium and received his educat- plied through the examination sysbenefits can be used for expenses. Montreal and
no lecoras or an exam pii,ier
Pittsburg.
ints'.
to
the
in
ion
it
that
country.
tem. ,
Coming
In connection with this provision
Chicago-Wisconsidual
aquatic lost, ttrayed or stolen, but, on the United States soon after his ordinaWANT
The recent classification by execucarefully guards against fraudulent meet at University of Chicago.
success
of
a
narrative
long
contrary,
tion in 1868 he served as a priest In tive order of assistant postmasters
mergers of societies. The president
cham
gymnastic
Intercollegiate
ful precautions. For some years this
Detroit for sixteen years before be and of clerks in certain first class
of the Keystone Guards said thai pionships at New Haven.
WANT
foreman used to cart press and type
$5D,000
bishop of Covington in 1885. postoffices is noted with satifaction,
desk
coming
his
on
laid
somebody
Annual bench show of the Bulldog to a sequestered room of the old li
Bishop Maes Is one of the best known it being shown that other like posiand that they just divided that up Breeders' association at New York
brary, where, under surveillance of a members of the hierarchy in America. tions have been advantageously treatremember
not
could
among them he
Packey McFarland vs. Mike Glover, member of the faculty, the paper was
He is the permanent resident of the ed as classified.
who laid the $50,000 down but he got 6 rounds, at Philadelphia.
ud' by the foreman, whether In Eucharistlc
'set
congresses and a memThe report calls attention to the
the
20
Keyhis share, and the assets of
"Porky" Flynn vs. Bill Lang,
English or Greek text not an irr- ber of the board of directors of the pronounced tendency to fill the highADVERTISE IN THE OPTIC
same
time
the
at
were
at
France.
Guards
Paris,
stone
rounds,
in days when Catholic
rational
precaution
America.
of
promoer federal positions through
University
passed into this stranger's hands who
Leading Paper of Northeastern N. M.
$1,000 or even $1,500 might be obtain
tion of persons In the service and
put up the $50,000. This would pre
ed for a ard' paper, especially in
BIG STOCK SHOW
THE GREATEST AND BEST
If you have trouble In getting rid further shows remarkable progress
vent such fraudulent and disgraceful
merFort Worth, Tex., March 13. The mathematics.
cold you may know that you in the general application of the
of
your
proceedings.
Late.r the preparation of the pasnow under the aus
are not treating it properly. There it system and the acceptance of this
"Third, the bill requires that each annual fat stock
has been transferred to a select Is no reason
and
of the personnel
pers
Feeders'
National
of the
after
pices
of
first
the
January,
on
why a cold should hang method of selection
year
in a locked room,
of
Brei-derwaa
at
which
corps
association
printers
shall
of
opened
organizations
government
oit for weeks and It will not If you
January 1, 1914, every society
also under faculty watch and ward. take Chamberlain's
with
Coliseum
the
valua
today
a
stocyards
have
a
once
year;
stock
Cough Remedy.
take
Yet once or twice the papers have For sale by all druggists.
(Continued on Page Seven)
tion made which shall disclose its addresses by Governor Colquitt and
was
Once
the
package
will
astray.
got
continue
show
The
others.
that
and
exact financial condition,
from an errand boy by a city
this valuation shall be published to through the week. The exhibiyon is taken
hired for a big sum by the
asso
detective,
the
of
in
the
the
this
history
largest
the members of the society. In
the students; hut the rasped sealing be
connection it also provides that if on ciation. In the Coliseum and
erected
for the pur- trayed the fraud to the .professor
January 1, 1917, a society shows a de- spacious sheds
when the package waa delivered and
of
are
thousands
thoroughbred
pose
ficiency or is insolvent, that every no
So careful
shAOTfe
A TlOW D&D&T W8.9 printed.
filTlfV
trroari
narif
find
fir
three years they must show a better
.
V
coeymvur il
was
roreEsor
show
Horse
uim,
Fort
i
Worth
The
condition by at least 5 per cent, thus hogs.
was
Greek
the
paper
Is being held in conjunction a package of
giving the societies 60 years In which which
in his vestibule, he
to approach technical solvency. This with the stock show, adds to this ag left accidently
blooded 'horses. went to the pains of printing a new
spreading of the operation of the bill gregatlon nearly 1,000
contractural relation of
over 60 years Is to avoid giving a The attendance of visitors from south- one. In the
firm furnishes plant
the
Inwestern
the
and.
middle
western
and
parties
shock to the system of fraternal
of
to
high character, the
and
weeks
sitates
the
and
printers
promises
It,
during
surance that might destroy
rwr,Busines man to practice economy by having your letter heads, bills, enveassumes the rest of the rebe
faculty
how
matter
no
heavy.
unusually
society,
give every
lopes, etc, printed on cheap paper and by old fashioned methods. As a man is
sponsibllly.
small or how weak in numbers ample
In
Yale
back
well
often judged by the clothes he wears, so his business is likely to be judged in the
"Cribbing goes
opportunity to get right
Men
to
Railroad
tne
from
extract
an
is
Here
Warning
annals.
same way by the quality and appearance of th stationery that comes from his
"Fourth, the bill provides that all
Lookout for severe and even dan farcolece of a Yale article on 'Pre
office. Our plant is equipped with every modern device known to the printer's
the
of
society
the the operations
gerous kidney and bladder trouble re- In Harper's Monthly
shall be subject to supervision by otilftrtfr from voflrA ftf rAllmadlnCT. sentation Day'
art ior the production of high grade work. We are prepared to turn out same
the several state insurance depart- Geo. E. Bell. 639 Third St, Fort of September, 184:
on short notice. We respectfully solicit your patronage.
"On the last day of the biennial
depart- Wayne, Ind., waa many years a con'
ments, and the insurance
ductor on the Nickel Plate. He says: examinations the president is Been
ments are given power to enforce
"Twenty years of railroading left my walking nervously up to one of the
and
penalthe provisions of the law,
kidneys In terrible condition. There
He has come In to
ties are provided for those who be- was a continual pain across my back tutoral thrones.
successful
me
announce
competitors
the
hips and my kidneys gave
tray their trusts or waste and squan- and
of
action
the
much
and
my
Townsend
essays.
They
distress,
the
prize
the
for
of
members
der the money of the
bladder was frequent and most pain- are among the highest honorsi of the
four
These
provisions
society.ful. I got a supply ot Foley Kidney
hunmvtr all that is new In the Pills and the first bottle made a won- tinlversity. How eagerly are a as
dred faces turned to tho president
bottles
derful
and
four
Improvement
bin.
me
Since being he reads with a clear, rapid voice
"The bill Is now passed in a num- cured I havecompletely.
recommended Foley Kid- th ' six names! Pen la hand there
cured
be
doubtless
will
ber of sitates arid
ney Pills to many of my railroad
heatrts that beat tumul--ouslcome a law in at least twelve or fif friends." O. G. Sohaefer and Red wire certain
are faces pale with
there
Cross Drug Co.
teen Btatea this year."
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Iowa investors. J&iU.. they can get a
liberal return from Iowa Investments. Iowa has done nothing about
the exodus of its splendid men and
women too long. It ought to begta
'
j
and do something.''
In Kentucky there is a similar com
plaint, nd in one county twenty-fiv- e
farmers packed their household goods
and left for New Mexico. The same
dispatch says there is not a day that
is not marked by the departure of
people for New Mexico. The Louisville Courier-Journsays it is due
If part to the poor roads of that
state. The Courier-Journa- l
appends
this sensible comment: "Unless a
farmer be strongly anchored it seems
to be nothing more than natural that
he should quit a farm on a mud road
and seek a location where he may
travel with some degree of comfor:
and transport the products of his
labor at smaller expense."
Oothers are coming from Illinois,
Missouri, Kansas and all the neighboring states. The Optic extends 8
welcoming hand to all of them. We
want them in New Mexico, where
they may grow prosperous and enjoy
more of the comforts than they can
ever have in the state they are leaving. We assure these
that they will find the state a pleas
ant one to live in- They will find
good roads in New Mexico and better roads being built all the time.
They will find the soil suitable for
amost anything that grows out of the
ground.
In addition, they will find the new
state dotted with live, prosperous
towns and cities, with Las Vegas as
the coming metropolis, growing and
building more solidly as it grows
than any other city in New Mexico.
new-come-

-

1

me
iurmer ie
ceiling the Sunday work of the Las
Vegas postofflce Is likely to meet the
early approval of the postmaster gen
era!. Public sentiment is sufficiently
liberal to recognize that postoffice
employes should have a day of rest
s
as well as other people, and, for
reasons, Sunday is the best
day for such a purpose. The doting
of the postoffice in the sense that
the mails should be wholly neglected
on Sundays would clearly work a
hardship, and that kind of closing
is not contemplated.
The plan provides that the mails
shall bo dispatched promptly as on
other days; that a continuous distribution of Incoming mail shall be made
tn locked boxes, to which access can
be had at all hours; and that special
delivery matter shall be sent out as
usual. No mall will be distributed
from the desks ot the carriers, and no
business will be transacted at - the
stamp, registry, general delivery or
money order windows.
This city Is the first In New Mexico to take tip the matter of Sunday
closing of the postofflce. In n.any other cities "f the country thtj Sunday
closing Is now in force. It Is said that
Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Eoseil and
other cities In the new state will
follow the lead of Las Vegas In the
matter at an early date.
proposed pian or

o

WELCOME TO NEW MEXICO
People are coming Into New Mexin droves, for the moving season is on. They are attracted bete
by the natural richness of the new
state, the soil and the climate. Hundreds are leaving the older states to
come to this new one where greater
advantages are offered. All this is
good, as far as It goes. Cue there
hhould be hundreds coming lmo thn
state where one is coming now.
Las Vegas and this section of the
new state get a share of immigration, but we should get more.
Thousands of people are looking
toward New Mexico now and judging
H
by what they hear of it.
of their information is obtained from the newspapers, reflecting the prosperity of the towns and
cities In which they are published.
We should let the residents of the
other states know that we are building good roads here in New Mexico.
Wfl fihnillri .laf thnm bnsinr" that thAM
mci
may come here and grow up with
the state without having to wait a
Jitetlme for the state to grow. If
the tide of immigration has set in so
strong this spring, we may make it
a hundred times greater next spring.
An Iowa paper enumerates a list
of thirty families who have left one
county to move to New Mexico. In
many other 'Iowa communities there
is the same exodus. It is not only
going on this spring, this newspaper
adds, but has been going on every
spring for several years- "What are the business men doing
to cherk this exodus?" this newspa
per asks. "What are they doing to
bring into the community as many
new and permanent residents as go
out every year? What are the bust.
ness men of any community In Iowa
doing to set up a tide ot immigration
into Iowa larger than the tide of emigration out of the state?.. If Iowa
wants to grow in population and
wealth it must do something intelligent about 1 these 'things. It most
convince
that Iowa bf-fopportunities; it must convince
ico

Nine-tenth-

rs

Iowa-farme-

et

--
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THE PAPEItM

I

e

short cut to results by proceeding to
plsck rdm their places all unprotect
ed hatpins of whatever length or
style. The pins thus confiscated can
do no harm, and the moral effect of
their appropriation by the law is cer
tain to be greater than occasional
prosecutions in court
The average woman with her head
loaded down with rats, puffs, ringlet?
and other junk would rather risk
arrest than lose the thing' that ho'ds
her scalp upholstery together. Thei'
felt that way in Budapest, where the
confiscation of some twelve hundred
pins put an end to the danger an-nuisance.

sb

ORBLETS

Some amusement has been occasioned out near Paola, Mo., by a kink
ii. a railroad track which pitched a
mail clerk through the door of the
car the other day and landed him
in a haystack.
This recalls the story, perhaps un
recorded, of the brakeman who was
making his first trip on an Illinois
road which ran for some distance under the Mississippi bluffs. The rids
was one violent wrench after another,
and the brakeman had just about
made up his mind he was lost when
the train suddenly shot out upon a
piece of straight and camparatively
smooth track across the foot of a
hollow.
Leaping from his seat, he
snatched up his lantern and dashe-for the platform.
"Jump for your lives!" he shou
cd. "She's off the track!" St. Louis

CENSUS AS IT AFFECTS,
THE
'..
i.

"

-

--

THE PARTIES
--

According to the census returns the
republican party has gained some advantage in the electoral college. The
votes for president have been increased by 48, and of these the party
ia power, if the states should go as
they' have been going heretofore,
would probably secure an advantage
ot more than 30 electoral votes. Under the new apportionment there will
be a total ot 531, making 260 necessary to election. The New York Times
explains the difference in results as
follows:
"If Bryan had carried New York,
New Jersey, Ohio and Indiana, hU
total of electoral votes in 1908 would
have been 251, seven more than the
number necessary to elect him. Under the new apportionment Mr. Bryan, carrying these states and those he
carried in 1908, would receive only
four more electoral votes than the
necessary majority."
Thus in this one combination there
13 apparently a loss ot three votes by
the democrats. Other calculations or
combinations indicate even larger advantage In favor of the republicans.
Here is a table showing the distribution of electoral votes by states under
the old plan and the new:
1898

1912

12
11
Alabama
3
9
Arkansas
3
Arizona
13
10
California
G
5
Colorado . . ,
'
7
7
Connecticut
3
3
Delaware
6
5
.
Florida
14
13
Ceorgia
'"
4
3
Idaho
29
from Illinois
27
Tommy returned sobbing
school with a very bad black eye. Indiana
15
15
"But I'll pay Billy Blobbs off for this Iowa
33
13
lr. the morning," he said. "No, no," Kansas
1
10
replied his mother, "you must return
good for evil. "I'll make you a nice
there?" "No," said Mr. Nathan,
jam tart, and you must take it to ing
"it is a perfectly Ideal place. For a
Blobbs
and
'I
told
mother
say,
Billy
man who will work" "Ah," broke
t ow
you'd punished me, and she says in the
friend, "I knew there were
I must return good foj evil, so here's
some
disadvantages!"
a nice tart for you.' "
The following morning, with tart
The deacon's wife wanted to Jot
in one hand and his books in the
the text, and, leaning over to
down
other, poor Tommy hastened Joyfulher
scrapegrace
nephew, she whisperfully to school, only to return in a ed: "Have
a card about you?"
you
sadder plight than the day before,
"You
in chapel!" was
can't
play
saying between his sobs: "Mother, 1 his
"
answer.
solemn,
reproving
gave your message and tart to Billy
other
Blobbs, and he's blacked my
eye and says he wants you to send
did
Lawyer The
him a pudding!" Ideas.
not seem to worry "yop. Have you
ihad any previous experience?
Miss Smith, who is in the habit of
and
Client Six children. Case
assigning long and difficult lessons, Comment.
home
called the other evening at the
of her brightest pupil, who had been
The cat had eaten the canary.
absent several days. .
Internal treatmeht for the
"Taking
"Is Willie ill?" she inquired, solicit
improvement of my voice," she exously.
plained. Chicago Tribune.
"Oh, no," responded the mother,
' he is
quite well, thank you."
FORT WORTH IS READY
"He has been absent several days,'
Fort Worth, Texas, March 13.
hinted the teacher.
"Yes," replied the mother, look- Col. Theodore Roosevelt will "be in
ing innocently at the teacher, "Willie Forth Worth for several hours tomorIs so busy studying his lessons that row morning, and extensive arrangehe has no time to go to school."
ments are being made for his recep-ioand entertainment.
The princiLlppincott's.
pal feature of the programe will be
It was his first time to use the an address by .the former president
telephone. He came into the one- to the Texas cattlemen assembled in
horse store and called the keeper to the Coliseum, where the great show
one side and whispered to him that of .horses and live stock, is now in
be would like to order a pair of shoes
progress. As soon as his address is
town over the phone. concluded Colonel
from a near-bRoosevelt will
"That's all right," assented the leave for El Paso.
storekeeper. "Help yourself."
He did as he had seen others do
rang the bell and held the receiver
WHY HESITATE?
to his ear.
"Number, please?" chirped the e
change.
AN OFFER THAT INVOLVES
NO
"Number twelves, brogans," was
RISK
WHO
FOR THOSE
AC
the prompt reply. Judge.
CEPT IT
' An
unwise providence had guided
Giles toward a fairly fashionable resWe are so positive our remedy will
taurant.
completely relieve constipation, no
He could not understand a word catter how chronic it may be, that
of French, but,' determined that he we offer to furnish it free of all cost
would not necessarily display his ig- if it falls.
norance before the waiter, be pointConstipation is caused by weakness
ot the nerves and muscles of the
ed to an item and said:
"I'll have some of that, please."
large intestines or descending colon.
The waiter looked compassionate. To expect a cure you must therefore
"I am sorry, sir," he said, gently, "but tone up and strengthen those organi
the band is playing that just at pres and restore them to healthier activent." Ideas.
ity.
We want you to try Rexall Order
The professor had paid a long de- lies on our guarantee'. They are eaten
and are particularly
layed visit to a neighboring tonsorial like candy
Ideal for children. They act directly
parlor.
Later in the day he encountered on the nerves and. muscles of the
bowels.
his implacable enemy, the doctor.
They have a neutral action
on the other organs or glands.. They
critremarked
the
"Well,"
doctor,
ically inspecting him, "you look a do not purge or cause any inconveni
ence whatever. They will positively
little more like a civilized being."
"On the contrary," frowned
the overcome chronic or habitual consti
and the myriads of associate
professor,
running ; his - Angers pation
through his cropped beard; "I looY oi- dependent chronic ailments. Try
like a relic of barberlsm." Chicago Rexall Orderlies at our risk. Two
sizes, 10c and 25c. Sold at our store
Tribune.
The Rexall Store. The E. O. MurThat genial humorist and orator, phy Drug Co.
Ben Nathan, recently returned from
The most common cause 'of InsomAmerica, was expatiating to a friend
upon the glories of California, says nia are disorders of tbe stomach. ChamLondon Opinion. After listening pa berlain's Stomach and Liver ; Tablets
correct these disorders .and enable
tlently, the friend said: "But there you to
sleep, tFor sale by all drug-must, be some dlsadvantaeea In if.
i
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Post-Dispatc-

Paper, long familiar in
and shoe-solehas become the daily
stuff of
The housewife
has orfe more form of pasteboard
tiash to throw away. And the making
of "single-servic- e
containers" has become a huge new monopoly in which
millions are invested and the small
producer elbowed out.
Thus is a cycle of "progress" com
pleted, with disastrous effect upon th
cost of living. The handbox of grand
ma's girlhood was almost as lasting
as a trunk. Not large and covered
with pretty paper, it was used year
after year and safely carried long distances. The huge box in which a new
hat now reposes in dainty tlssuepaper
and clean tapes is used but once.
The cost of delivery from the depart
merit stores consists largely in the
careful wrappings that purchasers In
sist upon. These, with excelsior and
pasteboard, if not quickly destroyed
become a household menace, as any
fireman can testify. French shop
keepers still wrap small purchases In
old newspapers to be carried home.
Near Keats's grave in Rome Is a
great hill of rubbish dumped in ancient times .and Indestructible, being
all broken crockery. Modern rubbish
perishes; but before kindly rust devours the tin can and excelsior burns
with the house it clutters there is an
ugly Interval. People, and especially
poor people, are paying dear for convenient castings inconvenient to get
rid of. A few ounces of sliced bacon
packed in a tumbler, a mouthful of
cheese In a tiny porcelin pot, three
cents' worth of candy in two centa'
worth of box, are common extravagances.
Paraffin containers for milk mayb.3
a cleanly and economical idea, since
bottles often break and milk is easily
contaminated. But there is no menace in the
bam or flitch
of bacon, nor in the split codfish in
the crude form that Emerson praised.
nor in "bulk" oatmeal or crackers
from the barrel our elder statesmen
kr.ew in the village' stores where they
threshed out weighty themes in high
debate. It is a package-maage; and
mania must be paid for.
car-whee-ls

milk-bottle-

d

o

SENSIBLE HXTPIN LAWS
Hatpins have attained such length
since the advent of the wide hat and
the puffs women are wearing on their
heads that legislation to regulate them
is not altogether a joke. All laws
against hatpins may be futile, if the
women continue to wear them, for
nowhere on earth would the police
dare to attempt its enforcement.
A law has been passed in California
to compel a guard device on the
sharp end of every hatpin worn in
public, but it will not be enforced.
In New York, with its bridge crushes
and subway jams, the hatpin is no
merry jest. Only the other day one
Associated Press reported the case of
a prominent man who lost an eye
in the metropolis as a result of a stab
from a pin. An ordinance has been
passed by the board of aldermen fix
ing a half inch as the maximum that
a pin may protrude from the hat, and
when the ordinance was under discussion it was supported by many o
men.
Since arrests are necessary to enforce any law, hatpin laws Involving
such unpleasant duty are not IfkeJyJ

.,.,.''

to be observed. Budapest may have

bit upon an easier way. The poMce
thare have, taken a common-sens-
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Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

Maryland . . . . ..
.'.
Massachusetts .
Michigan
Minnesota ...........
Mississippi' 'Vj..'.'t.,".,..
i . ' . .". '......
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska ...'.tl. ... ....
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota

,r"

Ohio

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

8

16
14
11
10
18

.

8

8
4
12
39
12
4
23

WAItE-U-P
Continuous' Alarm l

:

U

..

i

;

'

sunbeam

.;.
;.;w" ?aw
$1.50
Intermittent Alarm
Our Usual 10 Per Cent Discount for Cash

TAIIJJPIZITP3

12
5
31
10
5
38
6
9
5
12
20
4
4

?

1

-

10
6
8
18
15
12
10
18
4
3
4
14
3
45

6

4
34
4
9
4
12
18
3
4
12
5
7
13
3
; . . . .

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKbT REPORTS

HONEY AND STOCKS
Call money
2
2 2
per cent. Prime mercan2
tile paper
per cent Mexican dollars 45 Amalgamated 63
Greac
Sugar 116 bid. Atchison 107
- New Yors
12 Northern, pfd. 124
Northern Pacific 121
7 Central 106
Southern Pacific
8
Reading 155
Steel
Union 'Pacific 173,
13 116
.
3 76
pfd. 118
,

New York, March 13.
1--

44

1--

1--

1--

7--

7--

5--

3--8.

1--

1--

1-- 4.

7--

631
483
Total
Ot course the latest election has so
changed conditions, according to the
showing presented In the returns,
that this advantage given the party
in power by the census takers has
been more than overcome, and if
these returns are a reliable basis for
a safe calculation the democrats will
election
carry .the next presidential
by a large majority, one hopeful cal
culation making the democratic ma- -l
jority In the electoral college something like 75 votes.

southern
tive steers, $5.506.85;
steers, $5.256; southern cows and
heifers, $3.255.25; native cows and
stockers and
heifers, $3.256.25;
feeders, M.505.80; bulls, 45.25.
calves, $4.503.25; western steers,
$5.256.25; western cows, $3.25
5.25.

Market 10 to 20
Hogs 11,000.
lower.
cents
Bulk,
$6.806.90;
packers and
heavy, . $6.856.90;
butchers, 6.856.95; light, $6.90
7.

METAL
Sheep 12,000. Market steady. Mut13. Lead, market tons,
March
New York,
$45; lambs, $5.406.25; fed
dull 440450; standard copper weak; wethers and yearlings, $4.255.75;
Silver fed western ewes, $45.75.
spot and May 11.8511.95."
.

53

r-

v

1--

-

.

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, March 13. Cattle, 2,500.
cents lower.
45t. Louis, Mo., March 13. Wool-Ma- rket Market steady to 10
Texas steers,
unchanged.
Territory and Beeves, $5.156.85;
western mediums, 19 22; ".fine me- - $4.353L65; western steers, $4.70
5.75; stockers and feeders, $45.75;
diums, 1618; fine, 12i3.; '
cows and heifers, $2.605.80; calves,
:::

WOOL

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
INTERCOLLEGIATE CONTESTS
Chicago, March .13. Wheat, May
90
Corn,
July 88
13.
The first
Iowa City, la., March
50
49
Oats,
July,
May
of
match
intercollegiate wrestling
30
Pork, May
July 30;
importance ever held in this section May.
July 16.50. Lard, May
of the country will take place here 17.42
July 9.05. Ribs, May 9.47
tomorrow, when the star grapplers o) 9.12
July 9.05.
the state University of Iowa and the
will
Universit yof Nebraska,
engage
in a series of mat contests. Bouts
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
will be held in the lightweight, welKansas City, Mo., March
11,000, Including 1,200 southerns.
terweight, middleweight and heavyMarket steady to 10 cents lower. Na
weight classes.

$6.758.75,

Market 15 to 20
Light,
$6.857.15;
mixed, $6.707;h eavy, $.B56.95;
rough, $6. 55 6. 70; good to choice,
heavy, $6.706.95; pigs, $6.507.10;
bulk, $6.857.
Sheep 20,000. Market steady. Native $34.90; western, $3.154.90;
yearlings, $4.753.85; 'ambs, native'
$56.40; western, $5.256.45.
Hogs

8

1--

7--

60,000.

cents lower.

3--

'J'

13.-;at- -tie,

Best draught beer In the city, at
the Lobby, of course.

.

n

Special Bargains
l.

71

For Flonday and Tuesday, March i3
and 14, at Bacharach's

n

New Arrivals

Embroideries

Col-

ored Linens'for

y

.

25c and 30c

Boy's Spring Caps

Summer Wash Fabrics
Women's Oxfords and
Pumps
Women's Shirt Waists

Suits and
Dresses, Per Yd.
i8c.! ;
,

'

ii

Manhattan Shirts
Men's Kirchsbaum Suits

Warner's

Rust-Pro- of

Corsets
Lord and Taylor's
mer Underwear

Sum-

Light Colored
Wash Percales
36 inches
wide, Per Yard

15c

bunch of those 35c
50c and 65c Men's

of Fine

Merchandise

1-

Per Pair,

THE

mm

STORE

E.LASVEGAS.

-3

Off

Sateen or

Sox Left, Your Choice

10 Yards to Each Customer

Hetailers

over Embroideries, Edges and Insertions at

$2.25 Black

A

Ginghams
$1.15

offered. We want you
to see these goods, you
will be astonished. All

9ic

Yards
Best Dress
10

for

This sale of embroideries brings you the
best values in such
goods that we have ever

Heath-erbloo-

Petti-

coats,
Special Price
$i.4p

19c

OF QUALITY'

Opposite

rWl

N?

.Castanpd,,

n.m:
IT

I
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PERSONALS
jf

1

,!

r

v

The man who does
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling.
Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe'
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

j

I.

A

..

THENORMALBOYS
If

.uwrge-- n. Hunker has returned
from a short busiaess
trprio Roclada.
tJEfcSp. Heldenrich, a Kansas City.
Ma. attorney, la here to spend sev- raL days.
. jj.
Hubbard returned Saturday
.CUiuS irom a lew days' business
tnp to Denver. ' . .
Jorn Irwin left this morning on the
uuirornia limited for a visit to San
a Fe
to return tomor- row.
ttiss Velma Lewis, who resides in
"agon Mound, is here to enroll in
tne spring term of the Normal Uni
verelty.
District "Attorney and Mrs. Charles
W. G. Ward and W. J. Lucas
drove
yesterday to Jfpra on a business and

PLAY

JOKES ON

THE HIGHS
LATTER

CELEBRATED BASKETBALL VICTORY WITH CON;
SIDERABLE DIFFICULTY

BIG SALE OF

PETITIONS TO BE
MAILED EAST

METAL-BED- S

Color or Size, With
Brass Top Rods and
Knobs

TONIGHT

-:-

LETTER FROM POSTMASTER RECOMMENDING SUNDAY
CLOSING OF POSTOFFICE

ALSO

Not
without difficulties did the
Accompanied by a strong letter
High School celebrate Saturday even.
from Postmaster F. O. Blood recomlng the victorious close of Its basket
mending favorable action petitions
ball season. Besieged by rival, hosts.
requesting that the East Las Vegas
attacked by intrigue and cunning and
po8tofflce he closed on Sundays will
forced to fight to maintain their
be dispatched tonight on Santa Fe
the High School camtrain No. 2 to Postmaster General
pus the Highs resembled the embatFrank H. Hitchcock.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
The petitions
tled farmers of revolutionary times.
bear the signatures of 1,460 patrons
They had the humiliation of seeing
$4.85 for This Week
of the Eas Las Vegas postofflce.
their bonfire lighted by enemies and
pieasure-trin- .,.
Phone Main 3
were obliged to hustle about town
In his letter Postmaster Blood call. ai.
of the Charles 11-tc
ed
secure
45
the attention of the postmaster
the
material
with
to
which
$11
for a $15.00 Vernis
reld company, has gone to Albuquerstart
another
on
to the almost unanimous supits
ashes.
bed
Martin
general
with
glowing
Continque and will be absent there on busiBefore the fracas was over several
uous Posts.
port of the people of this city for Sunness for a week.
'
perfectly good" eggs had been used
On the
day closing of the office.
Miss Josefita Garcia returned yes- for purposes that they were never
We Have
routes
of
the
mail
894
are
carriers
Recei$11.65
for $15.00 Square Post
terday from Villanueva where she intended and a couple of young men,
Of tihis number the
possible
stops.
Vernis
Martin
Iron
ved Lot of
had been teaching school
Beds, the
during the instead of taking their Saturday nighi
people residing In 860 of the homes
newest noveliy.
tne fail and winter.
bath, in the privacy of their homes,
favor Sunday closing, three are
Lawrence u. Clark, representing were assisted in performing that office
the plan, and thirty-on- e
have
$13.95 for a$17.50 Erass Bed against
tne Northwestern Life Insurance com by several husky Highs and the
made no report, though petitions were
Posts, a royal treat left for their use. Mr. Blood recompany, went to Santa Fe this after water was cold and the nice warm with
for those wanting a Brass Bed.
noon on Insurance business.
nighties not awaiting the bathera
mended that Sunday closing be begun
Miss Lola Hixenbaugh, a student at when "dripping with coolness" they
2.
April
arose from their bawth.
Look at window display for
the Normal University, returned yes
It
was
with remarkable ease that
the
During
day the Highs had so
Big Reductions in other metal the clerks and
terday from Raton where she spent licited
carriers secured an
and
a
num
beds.
purchased
large
ner spring vacation with relatives.
ber of boxes which they had piled
expression of opinion from the patBulk
Miss Annie Hern came in
rons of the East Las Vegas office. In
yesterday lix a mound on the Castle School camfrom Wagon Mound where she spent pus. A few
many cities where Sunday closing has
trusty and muscular
and Package
her spring vacation with home folk, young men were placed as guards
been granted upon petition of the
and has resumed her work at the early In the evening while the facul
people considerably more time has
'
Normal. ' ' '
been required in getting the movety and the members of the two High
From Barteldes Seed
I.
ment well started. This is due, howMiss. Anna McMahon has returned School basketball teams were trying
Co. Itjwill pay you
from Clovis, where 'shd spent the uusuccessiuuy to combine conversaever, to the businesslike method emto see our line before
the ban
ployed by the Las Vegas postmen
vacation with her parents, and tion and Fletcherization-a- t
spring
elsewhere.
rather than to a greater sentiment
has resumed her work in the Normal quet at the Castaneda hotel. But
Opposite Y. M.;C. A., E. Las Vegas in favor of
alas
Uni verify.7 fv
Sunday vacations for the
ine snades of night were falline
postofflce employes. St. Joseph, Mo.,
Don Manuel D. A. Maes, postmasfast, when through the chilly breeze
'has Just petitioned to have its office
ter at Gonzales,' secreary of the school there
some objects small and to pull off their little pleasantries closed on
passed,
Sundays and 20,000 New
board and a prominent merchant and white and
'Grocer and Butcher.
round that busted when along such lines everybody is "wid York! business men bave
requested
stockman of his precinct, was in Las mey nit tne
'em."
ground- - and struck tha
the postmaster general to take the
1
Vegas, today." '
watchers' backs and lees. These tnla- same action In the metropolis.
Miss Elleri Daniels returned yester sles, reader dear, were eggs.
The clerks and carriers of the East
The eggs, it is said', were not ovei BEAVERS PLAN TO
day to resume her duties in the
Las Vegas postofflce are grateful to
training school at the Normal Uni ly fresh, but those who hurled them,
the publlo for Its support of their
REALTY REPORT
versity afte a week's visit to friends so say the Highs, made up in freshcause. It is likely the order for SunA
ESTABLISH
HOME
ness anything that the eggs may have
in Santa Fe.'
day closing will be received here soon
.
Miss Jennie1 Greenlee returned yes lacked In that necessary quality-official proceedings necessary
though
When the eggs struck the watchers PRESIDENT PLOWMAN
NAMES may not be concluded In time for the
from
Raton
where
she
terday
Deeds
spent
Warranty
and
the
tfcey that is the
order to go into effect April 2.
COMMITTEES WHICH WILL GO
She watchers scrambled.eggs The
P. B. Washburn, et ux, to C. W. her vacation- - visiting: trends.
Highs
"
as
a
TO
duties
teacher
AT
ONCE
WORK
her
resumed
1911,
9,
March
et
today
ux,
to
took
Their
who
assailants,
McReynolds,
flight.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
are said to have been students of the
lots 34, 35 and 36, block 4, Pablo in the Normal University.
1 "MI tf
local Applications, as they cannot
like LUe Industrious
animal by
of the Y. M. C.
Sacta
Fe
Just
members
Normal
passenger
Black,
"Baca. Consideration. $2,300.
and
Jerry
reach the diseased, portion 01 tne ear.
Trinidad C. do Baca to F. J. Gen- traffic, manager, passed through this A. Senior class, quickly put the torch whose name they took Friday even- There is only one way to cure deaf
12, 13
constitutional
city today in his private car, which to the bonfire. Paul Reverfis were not ing the members of Las Vegas dam ness, end that is by caused
ring, AprU. 6, 1910, lots 11.
Deafness is
by an
and 14. Block 1, llfeld and Baca was attached rtp, Santa Fe train No. lacking among the routed defenders No. 81, of the Independent Order of remedies.
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
red
and
hustled
white
of
and
Work
the
Beavers have .begun working.
Mr. Black was on his way to Cali
they
Addition.
When
of the Eustachian Tube.
down to the Castaneda where Briga ing they always will be but at pres- ing
this tube is inflamed you have a rumJ. F. Peters, et ux, to A. Bucholz, fornia.
dier General Webb and Lieutenant ent they are a little busier, perhaps, bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
March 2, 1911 land in San Miguel
"Candy" Jones, who represents the Colonel
The when it is entirely closed, ueainess
Trahey, commanders of the than they ever will 'be again.
$1.
Consideration
county.
Austin Candy company of Denver,
the result, and unless the inflamE.
W.
at
seated
the
were
to
es is
forces,
of
Highs'
are
in
the
et
ux,
Beavers
job
engaged
Prd W. Browne,
mation can be taken out and this tubesouthern part of the
tAThe
lef
toda$
of
160 acres
officers' mess.
tablishing for themselves a home. It restored to Its normal condition, hearKinney. March 4, 1910,
territory afterhavlng been here for a
town-shiTo arms! rang out the trumpets ...tn
h.miantiiAiif rwzioot niaffilintr will be destroyed forever; nine
land in section 17. range lb,
of
his
few days supplying the wants
and the High at double quick, has- that the ingenuity of an excellent oases out of ten are caused by Ca20. Consideration fl.
but an Inflam
trade.
tened to the scene of slaughter. They home committee can devise and, tarrh, which Is nothing
Edwards Martin Land company to
mucous surraoes.
of
the
condition
ed
returned
Mafgleij
of
the
Miss
yes
route
forces
120
to
Healy
the
quickly put
We will rive One Hundred Dollars
moreover, the Beavers expect to be
J. M. Lyon, February 14, 1911,
home in Vermont, invaders, tout the latter, during their
for any case of Deafness (caused by
.acres in section 6, range 15, township terday from her
in it within thirty days.
where she was called several weeks retreat, stampeded a commissary
that cannot be cured by
Consideration $1.
19
Yesterday President E. T. Plowman catarrh)
in
Cure. Send for circul
of
her
had
Catarrh
been
Hall's
illness
the
serious
using
Feb
the
o
Highs
wagon
by
U S. A. to Arthur G. Trollier,
nt the Las Vegas dam named his ars free.
fresa
for
n.
. 1 1011 inn acres of land in mother. Miif Healy is a teacher at fathering up material
I Uttl J A,
committees. Together with a state
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
fire. The frightened horse made a
Mleuel county. Consideration II, the Normal university,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
expects
the
ment
lodge
of
the
plans
ave
Sixth
of Denver, new record for the North
Hall's Family Pills for consti
Take
Mlss Rosa. Hornbein,
H Archuleta, et ux, to Albino B,
once
the
at
per
into
to
operation
put
land in who had oeefl here a couple of weeks nue course and scattered, a trail of
1910,
8,
December
pation.
to
be
Jallegos,
as he went. He sonnel of the committees is
San Miguel county. Consideration si visiting ..her sister, Miss Mildred boxes and barrels
of
loss of life. mailed at once to every member
with
little
was
captured
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
tt s a. to J. E. Archuleta, May Hornbeijy a teacher at the Normal,
the
On
evening
Friday
the
lodge.
With their new fire blazing brightcoueh emedy I ever used as it quick
00O, 10m inn acres of land in San returned to her home this afternoon.
to get
j.j.v,
ly stoned a severe rough that bad
the Highs celebrated In real col home committee will be ready
Mleuel county.
Miss Hornbein ly,
re- here
will
hei)
doubtless
During'
yislt
and
to
work
down
Ve- were
i0ng troubled me," says J. W. Kuhn,
sung,
Las
Songs
of
style.
legiate
Town
Board of Trustees
to ore-- Princeton. - Neb. Just as quickly ana
a large number of friends.
mithnrltv
made
and
J
nvn,
were
made
manycheera
a. v. da Gallegos. June lo
speeches
,U
an uuaois ui wubuo,
gasi w
surely u acis in onH
inn tmuhl Re- Manager E. T. Plowman of the were given for the victorious basket ceed with its plans.
1909, land in San Miguel county.
Several candidates are to be ini- f
substitutes. O. G Schaefer and
Castaneda hotel will leave for L,os ball warriors. But that was not the
Quit Claim Deeds
and
the
In
tomorrow
meeting
at
CroM
or
Later
night's
Mexico
the
of
Friday
tiated
end
either
Drug Co.
chapter.
New
tonight
of
Angeles
Board of Trustees
Car- morning, called there by a telegram evening a party of Highs was pass the degree team of the new dam is
V.
Lizzie
to
University
.Normal
in town announcing that his mother has suf ing the Bismark restaurant on Railpenter, October 31, 1910. land
,
of paralysis. Mrs. road avenue. Glancing in the win
tiape
fered a.
of Laa Vegas.
two of hers of the charter class is expected
Chris
to
mna Tcirutine Peterson
Plowman was;' been visiting In Los dows one of the party spied
the members of the Senior depart to be present as the Las Vegas dam
tian Peterson. February 27, 911, lots Angeles several weeks.
Consideration
ment, who were partaking of a re- Is nothing if not enthusiastic.
3. Fairview.
hinrk
v.w
Johri HJeS'nUAham, a banker of past which they deemed well earned
Holyoke, Colorado, and G. L. King after the strenuous work of the night.
their
MEETING OF REGENTS
the
of
piyj"offtogether with for
They were identified as two of the.
Peleu Kidney Pill
a
of officers and the hear
yesterday
Election
hancient
stopped
hurl
the
wives,
the
remove
that
poisons
helped
gang
Neutralize and
Mrs.
nerand
Professor
rwlth
of
visit
rheumatism,
reports will be the prinoipil
short
ing
heggs.
that cause backache,
UniverNormal
the
of the annual meeting of
C.
of
fcvatnrpa
Zkigig
vousness and all kidney and bladder
O.
restaurant
the
Highs
OmpHmlPmld in
Entering the
,
.loritioii Thpv build od and re-exNew Mx
wide
a
had
sity. Mr. King has
said: "There is nothing so good al the board of regents of the
vital
these
of
action
natural
the
will be
store
$100,000.00
perience in seed i selection for dry ter a hearty meal, so the doctors ico Normal University, which
organs. O. G. Schaeier ana
landed tell us, as a thorough bath. Come with held tonight in the main building of
anil
last
year
farm
products
Drug Co.
the first prize at.the National Corn us. We are prepared to demon the institution. It Is expected the re
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged show at Omaha for the best ten ears strate." The luckless Seniors pro ports will show the Normal Univer
in the wood. Direct irom aisuuery of corn grown west of the 100th merl- tested that it was against their re- sity is doing better work at present
rtinn Hiii vcountv'lalBO secured the ligion to bathe and they would rather than at any time in its history.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
die than violate their creed. But all
The spring term of the Normal was
same honor again this year.
to
bourbon
hustled
The
were
Old
no
avail.
of
to
Taylor
They
begun formally this morning.
Try a dram
Governor5 William J. Mills has orGross
of
Kelly
the
in
back
was
registration
h Dnnra bar. Served from bar
the
spent
yard
entire
day
dered his staff to accompany him to
Tomor
where thev were given a and the payment of tuition.
rels on the bar.
reAlbuquerque to be 'present at the
be
horse trough.
will
into
the
work
begun
dip
the
row
regular
Theodore
ception of
"We hate to throw, cold- water on at the regular hour. An increase in
'
evening.
Roosevelt 6 WWInesoay
budding youth," cried the Highs as attendance was noted today, students
m M. Padeett and Colonel
their victims disappeared under the coming in from several pars of the
Secundino ..Romero, Las Vegas mem flood for the umpty-umpt- h
time," but
No more vacations will be
here of the staff, are planning to go we are doing this for your own good. territory. until after commencement,
granted
to Albuquerque, as are several local Remember, It hurts us a great deal
the students having entered upon the
''"
Colonel
of
members
were
does
who
than
it
more
men
you."
Grow Sturdy
last part of the year's work.
ft Roosevelt's Rough Riders. Captain
Thus endeth the last chapter. But
i'-- '
On
David J. Leahy will be a member it school spirit has been awakened in
A Mother's Safeguard
th 'committee of New Mexico men. Las Vegas two big instlttulons and
Folev's Honey and Tar for the chil
Grape-NutThe
to
it.
see
Riders1
hoys
is
Las Vegas
glad
of whom are
dren. Is best and ' safest for all
FOOD
d
fracas, steered courts, colds, croup." whoot!ng-cougl- i
which will W to' El Paso to acconf- In the
O. G.
to Albu clear of vandalism and really rough and bronchitis? No opiates.
pany their former colonel
'a
Red Cross Drug Co.
continue
as
Schaefer
and
so
they
long
,l,J&Wnd
querque.
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Just

a

Western

Garden
Seed

J.

A.

TRAINING THE

HUNDREDS OF THRIFTY MEN
AND
WOMEN
WILL
SAVE
MONEY BY TAKING ADVANT-AGOF THIS REMARKABLE
SALE

For Spot
Cash Only
$1.50 Comforters
..$1.00
$1.25 Feather Pillows
1.00
$1.50 Iron Wagon
1.00
$2.00 Men's
Shirts.. 1.00
$1.25 Ladies Klmonas
1.00
$1.50 Ladies' Shirtwaists
1.00
$1.25 Ladies'
Flannelette
Gowns
1.00
$1.25 Ladies' Muslin Gowns.. 1.00
$1.75 Men's Stiff
Hats
1.00
$2.00
Men's
Suits
all-wo-

All-wo- ol

of Underwear
$1.50 Ladies' Union Suits
$1.25
Men's
Balbriggan
Union Suits
$1.50 Men's Patent Leather
Pumps
$1.50 Men's Covert Blanket
Lined Coats
$1.50 Boys' Marathon Racer..
$1.50 Ladies' Aviation Turbans

REMEMBER

Tl

ROSENTHAL

Papen

THE

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1,00

DATE AND

BRING THE CASH.

ALSO DRESSERS

buying

MANEUVERS TOR

E

A $6.25 Iron Bed Any

?,' exPs

Cin

THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 1911

5,

10

and 25c Store
OPPOSITE THE
CO. OFFICE

CSBWELLS-FARO-

WESTGARD
ARRIVE

DUE TO
TOMORROW

f

-

.

sn

WELL KNOWN

AUTO DRIVER
PILOTING MOTOR TRUCK
ON LONG TOUR

IS

n
trip in a big
motor
Saurer
truck A. I Westgard
is expected to arrive in Las Vegas to
morrow evening. He will spend the
night here and leave early the following morning for Santa Fe over the
old Samta Fe t)rail. Mr. Westgard
reached Trinidad yesterday afternoon
He was due there Saturday night but
his heavy machine went through a
bridge near Walsenburg, which delayed the party several hours.
The machine driven by Westgard
is a truck of .the heaviest pattern, one
of the variety used in moving heavy
artloles and freight This is the first
time an attempt has ever been made
to drive a machine of this kind across
the continent. Mr. Westgard passel
through Las Vegas several months
ago on a trip from New York to San
Francisco for the Automobile Club of
America. When he reaches San Francisco on this trip he will return to
New York by a northern route.

On an

ooean-to-ocea-

'

LACK OF OFFICERS IN REGULAR
ARMY
PRESENTS OPPOR- -

ENGINE INTO PIT
While preparing one of the big
freight engines for a trip yesterday
afternoon one of the hostlers at the
Santa Fe roundhouse lost control of
'
tihe locomotive and it backed int
the turntable pit before he was able
to stop it. The tender went almost
completely into the pit but the engine was brought to a stop before
it could follow. The tank recently
had been filled and the pit was flooded. The accident was caused by the
hostler attempting to move the engine. The wrecker pulled the engine
out of the pit and little delay was
caused by the accident.

A88E88MENT. NOTICE ....
Notice la hereby grlrej to all taxpayers In Precinct Number 29 of the
County of San Miguel, that I will be
In my office, 605 .Lincoln avenue, between the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m.
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
receive returns of all taxable proper
ty. Those failing to do so within, the
specified t'me will be assessed by me
according to Section 4035 of the compiled laws of 1897, and a penalty of
25 per cent will be imposed on those
who fail to make returns.
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
apr 30
.

'

A Reliable Remedy

CATARRH
Ely's Cream Balm
U quick I, abtorbed.

John W. Slckelsmlth, Greensboro,
Pa., has three children, and like most
children they frequently take cold.
"We have tried several kinds of cough
medicine," he says, "but have never
found any yet that did them as much
good as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy." For sale by all druggists.

Relief al Once.
cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Bestores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
50 cts. at JJruggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
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San MiguelMional Bank
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Rickety
Childre n J

rini

three-cornere-

-

'There's

Reason

"

RKA5i.

Myrplim

D. T.HOSKINS, Caehler,
jP. B. JANUARY, Aset. Caehler.

950,000.00

A Savings Account
With us? One dollar will be sufficient

to start you
in the right direction. If you get the habit fof de- have a goodly
positing, as most allldo, you'll soon
'
'
' '
,
,
amount to your credit.
'

L

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
r.f

O

0

O

0

condition
Our savings bank, because our
is satisfactory in every way. We guarantee you
security on all your deposits. Why don't you open

;:J.

o
o

0

You Will Endorsefinancial

s

P

o

CUNNINGHAM,
President,
i. M.PRANK
SPRINGER, Vk President,

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

-

.

According to a New York newspaper the real reason which actuated
the war department to order a large
number of officers of the National
Guard to San Antonio, Tex., to witness and perhaps participate In the
maneuvers of the regular troops, Is
because of a lack of officers in .the
regular army. It is said that the army
has at present only a little more than
60 per cent of the required number
of commissioned officers.
For this
reason, In case the troops go Into active service, a considerable number
of officers of the National Guard are
likely to find themselves In the ranks
of the regular army.
The prospect of guardsmen partic
ipating in the big maneuvers of the
regular army Is awakening interest
in the National Guard. Because tha
routine of drill grows monotonous
with little prospect of field service the
interest in the guard has bean diminishing during the past several yean.
It is reported now that thenj is some
likelihood of the militia from Colora
do and New Mexico participating In
the maneuvers. Company H Is en
deavoring to enlist up to full strength
in order to be in readiness. Ajy of
the officers of the company will be
glad to enlist young men of good
habits who are able physically to Der- form the duties of guardsmen.

fU-oke-

eaa

'

TUNITY FOR GUARDSMEN

6ie

1

roaa

MILITIA

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
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THE WHOLE THING.

J5he Optic

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby riven to whom it
may conoern that the following described estray animal was taken up bv
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
One brown filly 2 years
To-wi- t:

1

V

1

I .T.

old.

1

vkV-:

1
COLUMN

U
Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to thus
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this at'
vertisement, raid estray will be so'd
by this Board for the benefit or
owner when found.
CATTLE

SANITARY

THE

LAS VEGAS

BOA III

Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.

1

Kmc.

Reggy You should have seen me In
me new golf toga this afternoon.
Bah Jove! if I do say It myself, I
looked out of sight.
Optic' Number, Main 2.
Miss Cruel I suppose you looked
the whole part?
HATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
Reggy Ah! how d"you mean, "the
TISEMENTS
whole part?"
Miss Cruel Out of sight, out of
Five canti per line each Insertion
Citlmatcaix ordinary words to a line, mind.
Ne ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charted will
A Prodigious Wall.
be booked at apace actually set, with Those towns that didn't show up well.
hear them as they loudly yell,
eut regard to number of words. Caah Oh
"We would not be sorely vexed.
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2. Bad we all our suburbs annexed!"

OPTIC

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
One bay stallion.
Branded
H
On left shoulder
Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to thirf
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this a1
vertisement, said estray will be Bold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11

IS

ID YOU EVER stop to think that every family
should have'The Optic as part of its equip

A NECESSITY

ment.

To-wi- t:

to discuss intelligently

o
i'1

he day.

The father wants news while it is tresh, he wants to
be posted on what is happening so that he may be able
with his business acquaintances the timely events of

.

Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.

o

THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to

every member of your family.

Male and Female

The Way Out
"You say you are tired of your
Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
Estray Advertisement
wife's domineering ways?"
whom
to
Notice
it
is
given
New Mexico and the world at large.
"I am! And I am going In there may concernhereby
that the following de
Mrs. and establish my position as the head scribed estray animal was taken up by
WANTED
First class cook.
of the house right now."
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
John Shank, 513 East Douglas.
"Good boy!"
One brown filly.
"Er will you stand here and see
Branded
H
On left shoulder
that this door doesn't get closed while
I am In there?"
Branded
On left thigh
WANTED Strictly modern room with
Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank
Said animal being unknown to this
Poor George.
bath, in private family, by gentleowner
claimed
or
unless
on
Board,
Jane
by
bow
Aunt
It's
George
funny
man permanently located in city not insists that pies made from pumpkins before March 24, '11, said date being 10
a healthseeker. Seventh or Eighth grown In her garden are better than days after last appearance of this ad'
vertisement, said estray will be sold
streets preferred. Address B., care all others.
this Board for the benefit of the
Send to my address until I order it discontinued THE
Linda
of
Vassar) No, George, by
(late
of Optic.
owner when found.
ever
DAILY OPTIC.
it Isn't at all funny. If you had
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
cared to go deep enough In the matter
BY
N. M.
Albuquerque,
you would find that even pumpkins are First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11
Name.
temperamental.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
Address .
Estray Advertisement
Tit for Tat.
baby chicks, J 14.00 per 100. Money
is
Notice
hereby given to whom It
"What did Scrlbit say when Miss
must accompany order. Mrs. Magnay concern that the following de
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2. Rasper asked him how he found the cribed estray animal was taken up by
I
III!
outskirts of literature?"
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
how she found
to
know
wished
"He
One bay mare 8 or 10
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all e
the suburbs of society."
'
years old.
scriptiona. Notary seals and recBranded
ords at The Optic office.
scribed estray animal was taken up bv
On left Jaw
Estray Advertisement
Safety In Speed.
Emitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
whom
THE LOBBY
it
to
is
Notice
given
hereby
an
Branded
"Molssant says that the faster
One brown cow, weighs
may concern that the following deOn left shoulder
aeroplane flies the safer It is".
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
scribed estray animal was taken up by about 750 lbs.
"That was just what I thought
M.
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N.
Emitt
Las
Cruces,
Isaacks,
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Branded
about myself when I asked your father
On left ribs
One red and white steer.
rooms for your band last night."
On left hip
FOR RENT Two furnished
Said animal being unknown to m.o
weighs about 800 lbs.
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for light housekeeping, bath and
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On
left shoulder
On left riba.
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
electric lights. 920 GalVinas.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
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unknown
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being
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keeping rooms, furnished 921 Lin
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AiA Special Medicine for Kidney
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HOW THETAGLESS

TRUNKS ARE

KIT CARSON

HERO, HUNTER

GLIMPSE INTO THE LIFE OF WEST'S MOST
FRONTIERSMAN

TRAILED

DRINK CURE

INTREPID

AND TRAPPER

The fame of Kit Canon is growing. his face toward the setting sun to
see the land of his dreams.

HARD

THREE DAY

An equestrian
statue, representing
him as a Rocky mountain guide, sur-

urimnatea tompounaea ana
Administered by Experienced Physicians

o
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
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0
0
0
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Curious to See the West
mounts the Pioneers' monument in
Having reached the quaint old city
O
Denver Lasting memorials are to be he may have yearned for borne, but
erected' in Kentucky, his native state; curiosity to see the western wilderInstead
a
was
ress
stronger
passion.
in
he
his
boyMissouri, where
spent
Once In a while baggage "smash.-of returning with the wagon train, be
era" will tell you how trunk are mis- - hood, and in Colorado, where he fared with a mountaineer be met to
first won fame' by his exploits as a
Some habits one should want to break and
A Guaranteed Contract
sent; other tlmee, they won't This trapper and hunter, says Eugene Par- I he beautiful vale of Taos, which was The Meal internal treatment
all
bad habits are bad to keep.
la one of the other times, evidently, sons in Outdoor JJfe. The latter destined to be his home, If such a cures tha periodical, occasional
to
habitacould
word
be
the
applied
or moderate drinker the habitual A guaranteed bond and contract
for the kindly baggage man waanot statue will be a magnificent bronze
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
tion of a man of so many wander
and excessive drinker and the ner is given each Jpatient agreeing to
especially pleased with the question, monument, costing $40,000. It will
Ingi.
show
the
good habit anyone can have.
frontiersman
rugged
"Well, now, many trunks don't go
com- vous man who has to drink effect a perfect cure or refund the
In the house of his
standing, rifle in band, beside his
astray, the baggage man aaid.
to keep from becoming money at the end of third day.
trusty horse. It will be placed in the rade, named Cade, Carson put in the
"But sometimes they do,
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
1826-7- ,
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of
though"
more nervous. It takes away
studying
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Kit
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Colo.
park, Trinidad,
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Ad. page with a purpose ,to select the
a
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he
the
engaged
all inclination to drink, all desire
A Modern Treatment
Among the men who pushed into
astray?"
best
for
teamster
the
that he may find and then
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opportunity
the
'20s
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wilderness in the
and craving for drink by neutral"No; I- was Just wondering if they
follows
the
will surely get quick
there
is one who holds a place of llpius eastward and southward.. In izing the
"lead,"
up
Neal
is
a
The
Physician's
didn't sometimes, you know."
poison of alcohol in the
distinction above all others, Christo- the course of the season he traveled
success.
the
drink
for
is
it
habit;
In Mexico, which system and ridding the blood of Cure
"Well, once in a while, they might.
pher Carson, the centenary of whose as far as Chihuahua
modern
most
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But you see all the trunks have tags birth
the
all
southwest
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then
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the
perfect of
poison
rapid
comprised
by
process
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The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
now
included
commonwealths
where
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that
stating
elimination leaving the drinker in
treatments, originated by
particular trunk brated with fitting exercises and eulo.
will
help people to get what they want when
of Texas,
should go. There isn't any call for a gles. The
New Mexico, Arizona, the same normal condition he was a physician, and administered by
opinion of all who knew
mistake unless the tag comes off1 this renowned westerner was: "Here California and portions of Nevada, in before
they want it.
tasting liquor, so far as experienced physicians- - It never
rur liutuime, a trunk or box or was a man!" The Indians, who fear i.'tah and Colorado.
,
For three years Kit remained with the effect of alcohol may be con fails.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
anything like that that's billed for ed and admired him, called him
cerned
all appetite for drink
slope,
Boston is put off at Womble, Ark" the Monarch of the Prairies." Rivers, the traders of the eastern
Call, write or phone 321 for free
"That's all right, but trains going lakes, counties, towns and parks otJ Journeying hither and thither ou the gone and he a new man.
book
and copy of contract; Neal
in
be
Rockies.
Then
and
the
plains
to Boston don't, as a rule, run right the Rocky mountain country, have
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mountain
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courtry
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that's no fault of a baggage handler. all time. His fame is immortal.
from New Mexico o Montana. For
xnai .result may ne oDtainea Dy a
Knight of the Border
rour years Carson, now a young man, mountaineers in the midcentury. Kit representatives by the committee on
hundred, and one means. In case the
No other plainsman or mountaineer led the wild life of a hunter and Carson let his hair
grow long, reach department methods, is favored by
ftag is lost, they keep a list in the ever inspired hero worship like Kit trapper in the mountains.
ing to his shoulders. Only in bis later the commission and is considered
baggage car of all the trunks on the Carson his name is always cut short.
years did he wear a mustache. Dig prerequisite to the establishment of
Hardy Class of Men
train, and where to dispose of them." All who became acquainted with this
was written all over his manly any uniform plan of promotion
nity
on
A rough lot of rovers were the men countenance.
"Don't they get 'em mixed some- man delighted to do him honor, for
such
merit.
After
a
reclassification
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times?"
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reproach," and, like
ly trusted him and admired him for
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as I say in case a tag is lost and and without
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Is supposed to be dropped until after
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The portion of the report dealing
was stained by no unmanly act. dian wives, and were about as sav would not have had so much trouble
your brand.
Niersteiner
they have passed the town and then Others were as daring and venture age as the red men themselves. The with the untutored children of the with political activity of employes
California Brandy
Tmrsteiner
find the tag, it makes it pleasant some, and some of his early associates employes of the fur companies pene west.
shows an increase in the number of
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine
both for the baggage clerks and the Knew the west as well as he, yec trated the wilds of what is now ColoIn the rebellion Carson was at' the cases Investigated by the commission,
of
moat-othem of a minor character,
t
head of a regiment ot volunteers
one who believes he is about to.. re--J his was a unique personality. While rado before 1818, yet the face
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arrived on the In 1865-- he was in command of the ties for detecting violations, fuller
"Sometime tti tag is never found, American bordermen. Kit Carson was when the
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then the baggage is taken to the gen unlike them. He was not addicted to scene. It was still a waste.
post at Fort Garland, Colo., with the
Although Kit Carson played an im- rank of brevet brigadier general. He greater puiblio sympathy, rather than
eral baggage agent of whatever road their vices. He did not drink or
the tagless trunk has been traveling. gamble- He never swore or blustered. portant role in the opening of the then retired from active service, his a growth in the actual number. It
C. T. FARLEY,
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"Spinagel

fi-

No long waits
shop.

Gard e n Imp e men ts

"

v-i-iwi

the Home of Hart.Sch- affner and Marx

SPADING FORKS

SPADES

SHOVELS

the bar at Long's

Clothes for

"RAKES

Hen and

Lunch every morning at 19 o'clock

at Long's

Per Pound

10c

1

SHE TUTS AUTO

BUSY

193 or Main 194

Phone Main

1

1

Timothy Hay
White Cleaned

Bran Corn Corn Chops
AND

FLOOR"

The social meeting of the Ladies'
League, and election of officers, will
be held at the residence of Mrs. W.
E. Gortner on the Plaza tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. A full attendance is requested.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

attendance of the member
ship of the Fraternal Brotherhood is
desired at the regular meeting tonight
to meet Organizer and Mrs. Crandall,
who will be here several weeks to assist in building up the local lodge.
A full

13 J

ESTABLISHED 1876

First Rational Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
- - Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

DO NOT WAIT!!!
This is about as late as it is safe to plant
PEONY ROOTS. Red, Pink and
White Ones at 50c Each

Several parties of hunters went
Some of
duck shootlg yesterday.
them report fair success. There were
plenty of ducks and geese on the
lakes but the hunters found few of
The
the fowls along the streams.
latter part of this week a big party
of nimrods Is planning to go on a
hunting trip Into Mora county.

Perry Onion & Son
Store Phone Main

462,

Ranch Phone 276.

LEST YOU FORGET, WE WILL HAVE
DURING LENT A FULL SUPPLY OF

Salt Fish

Fresh Fish
SUCH AS

RedSnapper.Croppies
Smelts
Salmon,
Crabs, etc.
Oysters,

Smoked
Bloaters
White Fish

SSS

Fennan Haddie, etc.

'.

I

'

Poultry

Rabbits, etc.

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store
...

,1

Hi
mM,

STEARHS,
GROCER.

roc vi-

-

Get a Farm
160 ACRES FOR $500
Only 1 mile from court house;
has timber, grass, creek and good
piece plowland.

160 ACRES FOR $640
About 7 miles out; 60 acres
plowland, the rest canyon, timber "and grazing, has creek and
spring.
160 ACRES FOR $2,400
Four

miles north

i

in

i

GREEN BERG ER

on Eighth

"A Square Deal"

Cheap.

180 ACRES FOR $3,600
Four miles out on Mora road;
has buildings and corrals. Can
nearly all be irrigated by

Harris Real Estate Co.

Get Our

Your
Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely

Valuable House and Lots in Las
Vegas, N. M.
Desiring to change my residence
from Las Vegas by reason of my poor
health, I offer to sell my house and
lots situated on the south side of the
park in said town.
The building is 2 story, built of
stone, adapted for business, comprising rooms and backyards, with fixtures
for electrio lights and water pipes.
The rooms now occupied bring me a
monthly rent of $75.00.
I will sell the premises for $6,500,
Terms: $3,600 paid in hand, and
$3,000 in one year, secured by mort
gage of the premises.
Address all corresponce to
TRINIDAD ROMERO, Sr.
Las Vegas, N. M.
mwf 15
February 22nd. 1911.

Prices and

We Will Get Your

Business

A GREAT SHOWING OF SPRING RUGS
We sell a good 9x1 2 Axminster Rug for $20 and so on

J.

C.

JOHNSEN

& SON

(They are laundered perfectly
by our careful, scientific method.

SCREENED cSS& LUMP

They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen aoap is used
to clean them.

Anthracite Coal, ilj,ze$.

oMl.

This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
it does not shrink them nor
run the colors in the border.
We dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
an when new.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

Foot of Main Stj

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CONDON
Phono Main 21

rv

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.

,

When You Buy

Phone MeJn 227:

BAKERY GOODS
You Always Have
'
a

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.

Suspicion

Goods Calljccf lor and Delivered

ARE THEY GLEAN?
All OUR

All

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory
i r

GOODS

Repair, Work a Specialty

are baited in "Hubbard's Portable Sanitary Oven," in a

Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

sunny, brick room,
in a sanitary manner
.

TRY OUR

H dD nd a si ud

Whole Wheat Bread
for a Starter
AT- -

BMtHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

then Pneumonia
Is too often the fatal sequence. Fol
ey's Honey and Tar 'expel Jthe cold,
checks the la grippe, and prevents
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
It is a prompt ana relipenumonia.
able cough medicine that contains no Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
narcotics. It is aS"Bafe"for your chil
Building Job Work a Specialty
dren as yoyrselt Q; G.Schaefer and
Oppogftepplfo
Phtae,' Main 33
ttea vros tprug ,vo, '

Frank Revell,

7,7:

Famous Shoos for Kien
)on't "happen" in but come to our store
especially to see the ' newly arrived Spring
Models in Bostonian Dress Shoes for gentlemen.
Commanding; styles that commend
themselves to live men. Not cheap "foot coverings" but quaUty shoes, shapedby master shoe makersl'nwhoput
thefc'lieart into
f,
""
;.':
their art."

''

$3.50, G4,C4.C0, $5
jt Next to

r

1

fcwW

Copyright Hart SchiKej tc Marx

street at the shore of Camfleld
reservoir site; has house, barn
stable, corrals and little orchard.

FOR SALE

A Cold, La Grippe,

Game

NownYou Belter

612 LINCOLN AVENUE.

Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt and Mias
Ethel Roosevelt, wife and daughter of
the strenuous exjpresldent, passed
through Las Vegas yesterday evening on Santa Fe train No. 7. They
spent last night in Albuquerque and
left today for Silver City and will
spend a short time there visiting
Judge and Mrs. Alford W. Oooley,
whom they knew in Washington,
when Judge Cooley was assistant attorney general. Mrs. Roosevelt and
Miss Ethel will retum.Jto Albuquerque Wednesday where they will meet
Colonel Roosevelt.
,.

to lease or
buy small farm a quarter of a mile
from city limits. Good bouse of five
rooms and bath with city water, large
barns and chicken houses.
Plenty
otj water for irrigating all the land.
Inquire of Harris Real Estate Conv
paay.

Turkeys. Geese, Ducks
Hens, Springs.

o u undo ubtedly
understand when we
say Hart, Schaffner
and flarx we mean,
The Best In Clothing.
Style, quality and
workmanship is beyond criticism. There
is nothing more to
consider but Fit. and
we personally look to
that with an absolute
guarantee of
V

WANTED
Good reliable farmer

New Norway Mackerei;
Cod Fish
Salt Herring, etc.
Also Canned Fish of all Kinds.

Halibut

Catfish,

Hen

Young:

Phones Main 379

The low; rates to California have
made travel heavy and the motive
power of this division has been sev
Officers for the coming year will
erely taxed. The second section of be elected tomorrow evening by Las
No. 1 yesterday brought in two cars
Vegas lodge No. 408, Benevolent and
of soldiers bound for the Philippines. Protective Order of Elkst. J. K. Martin is the retiring exalted ruler.
Manager E. T. Plowman of the There are several other offices to be
Castaneda hotel, yesterday received filled
by election while the new exaltthe sad intelligence of the sudden ed ruler will fill some of the chairs by
death of an aunt, in San Francisco.
appointment It is expected a large
Mr. Plowman's mother, who has been number of the Hello Bills will be pres
visiting Los AngeleB, will go to San ent to cast their ballots In the elec
Francisco to attend the funeral of her tion.
sister.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lindsey of
Tomorrow evening in the Fraternal French and Sophus Richards, presi
Brotherhood hall the B'Nai BTtith dent of the French Land and Irrigawill give its annual Purlin dance. The tion company, were here yesterday a
entertainment committee has made short time. The party left yesterday
preparations for an enjoyable even evening for Santa Fe, where a few
ing. All members of the lodge and days will be spent on business and
their friends are invited to be pres pleasure.
ent.

The

ELD

W

Am the result of a visit to all the
See the Fairy Queen and her at
tendants at the Duncan opera house saloons on both sides of the Galllnas
March 17th.
Saturday night by District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward, Assistant
and sign District Attorney Louis C. Ilfeld and
Automobile, carriage
painting by a practical painter." 429 Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena, Vincent
Grand avenue.
Trader and A. A Torres were arrested on a charge of maintaining gam
There will be a meeting tomorrow bling places. In no other places, be
night of the hoard of directors of sides those conducted by Trader and
the Commercial Club.
Torres, was found evidences of gambling. ' The trial of Trader has been
Sunday visitors to the vicinity of set for tomorrow: morning at 10 o'Baldy say that snow fell there all day clock in the court of Justice of the
yesterday. This accounts for the drop Peace D. R. Murray. Torres will be
in temperature.
given a hearing in a West side court.

.

Phone Main

LUDWIG

The White Kitchen is proving a
An Interesting feature of the St.
popular place for observers of Lent. Patrick's Day entertainment
to be
Pish is served at the principal meals. given Friday evening in the Duncan
Meals 25 cents.
opera house by he ladies of the Immaculate Conception parish will be a
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church
Fairy Play in which eighty children
will meet at the home of Mrs. J. C will participate. The children are
Johnsen at 814 Seventh street tomor- being drilled for the performance by
row afternoon "at 2:30 o'clock.
Mrs. D. W. Condon and other ladies.
The second portion of the program
J. C. Baker of the Normal science will be
musical, under the direction
department has completed the con of Mrs. John Papen. Irish songs and
struction of the private telephone sys music will
The ladles
predominate.
tem in the main building of the
expect to present entertainment of a
school. It works in a satisfactory
high class. Tickets are being sold
manner.
by members of the parish.

..Oats..

"Oi PIE

j

Mrs. Davis, ladlea' tailored and fancy gowns. 1017 Tilden. Telephone
Main 357.

AT

THE

Buffet.

I

Greenberger's

5.

at Nolette's barber

Old Crow sold over
EuffeC

CRISP AND TENDER

-

1

-

See farm ad, page

ill

-

L.

T
JL

Wells-Farg- o

Express Company.
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